This kit contains:
-A complete kit of AMX-10 RCR “counter IED”
-Complete interior
-a figure
-Antenna
-A manual of assembly
In this manual of assemblage you will find:
- The manual step by step. Each picture represents a step and the parts required.
- A complete nomenclature for identification of all pieces.
- Painting indication
- And brief historic
Useful Advises:
This kit is not recommended for children under 10 years. Keep out of reach of children. They
should not be allowed to ingest small pieces or manipulate the plastic bags in any way.
It’s recommended to use the cyanoacrylate glue and to degrease parts before gluing.
Historic:
The AMX-10 RC wheel is an armored reconnaissance vehicle, designed to replace the EBR. It was
designed by the firm Giat Industries, today Nexter. It fielded service in the French army in the
Hussar Regiments and Spahis in the late 1970s. It has the particularity to be an amphibious vehicle.
In the late 2000s, the new version more armored of this vehicle wheel appears: AMX-10 RCR. It
loses amphibious advantage with the weight of his heavy armor.
Its main mission is the reconnaissance, with these wheels can be mounted easily and lower, the
vehicle to reach a very good mobility on any terrain.
It is fitted with a 105mm gun and a machine gun AANF1 and 8x smoke grenade launchers on the
turret.
This AMX-10 presented here is equipped with various anti-IED systems on turret and It has an
infrared device light to facilitate the night deplacement.
The AMX -10 Separ was used in various conflicts such as Afghanistan and Africa war.
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